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AWARD WINNING GROUP DINING

HOLLYWOOD INSPIRED GROUP DINING

IDEAL FOR PRE OR POST THEATRE DINING OR AS PART OF A LONDON SIGHTSEEING ITINERARY
CHOICE OF SET MENUS • MOVIE MEMORABILIA ON DISPLAY • HAYMARKET LOCATION

HI!

Welcome to an action packed edition of HL
Groups, featuring Adele!
Darth Vador isn’t our only star
attraction. We’re excited to announce
the return of the one and only Adele
Godden. I know Adele is keen to catch
up with you all, and would like to join
the whole team in wishing you the very
best for the year ahead.
To get 2017 started in style, this edition
includes behind the scenes access to
film sets, shows with Royal approval,
and of course this season’s hottest
rates! We have much sought-after
tickets for London’s famous Tall Ship
Festival, and even head off to Scotland
to uncover the mystery of the Loch
Ness Monster.
Our exclusive main feature has got
everyone in the office talking. Our
role as group box office for the STAR
WARS Identities Exhibition has given
us a fantastic insight into the smash hit
movie franchise, while our partnerships
with many of the 02’s most impressive
venues means we have a wealth of
options available for groups in the area.

As always, for more information on
what we can do for you in 2017,
including creating your very own tailor
made packages in the UK and beyond,
just give us a call on 020 8295 8385
or drop an email to adele.godden@
hospitalityline.co.uk

Why Hospitality Line?
• Heritage - Founded in 1992, you can be assured by our 20+ years’ experience
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• Book with no commitment – Reserve tickets before confirming final numbers
and making payment
• Choice – Unrivalled selection of products and services in the UK. From top
attractions, restaurants and theatre tickets, we can provide it all
• Unbeatable prices - No hidden charges
• Trust - We are a proud member of UKinbound, ETOA and CTC
bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385

Look out for
our top picks
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STAR WARS
Identities –
The Exhibition
STAR WARS Identities is a redefined
modern exhibition experience in which
visitors rediscover the unforgettable
characters of Star Wars in a whole new
way. Groups follow the dramatic journeys
of Luke and Anakin Skywalker and at the
same time explore their own identity with
one question: What forces shape you?
What to expect
• Ground-breaking exhibition explores the complex notion
of identity through the characters of Star Wars
• Exclusive collection of 200 props, models, costumes and
artwork from the Star Wars films
• Visitors taken on an interactive identity quest, leaving with
their own personalised and unique Star Wars character
• Team of experts behind the scientific content including
fields of: genetics, neuropsychology and psychology
…With a pub meal at a venue in the 02
Off Peak - £27.00 Peak - £31.00
Add on a tasty two course lunch at a nearby venue, famed
for its contemporary style and range of British classics.
Hospitality Line is the group box office for STAR WARS
Identities. You can book online from just £16.00 at
book.hospitalityline.co.uk/star-wars-identities

Photos ©2013 Lucasfilm Ltd. LLC & TM. All rights reserved. Used under authorization.

bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385

Check Out
Rogue One!!!
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THINGS TO DO AT THE 02…
Both Up at The 02 and the Emirates Cable Car make fantastic additions to itineraries which
include STAR WARS Identities. Get in touch to discuss a wide range of attraction, transport
and dining options at one of London’s most popular entertainment hubs.

Up at The 02 and a Meal
at Frankie and Benny’s

Emirates Airline Discovery
Experience and Afternoon Tea

£32.00

£25.00

There’s no lift, no escalator, and no-one to carry them. This
really is a blood pumping experience that gets groups out into
the great outdoors. It’s what we call Urban Mountaineering,
and at Up at The O2, it’s what they do best.

Sun kissed Greenwich is truly a sight to behold. Groups can
explore the stunning location like never before thanks to
this package that showcases the surrounding scenery in
spectacular fashion. The Emirates Cable Car offers a unique
perspective of the area, as well as the thrill of gliding through
the air.

Intrepid explorers will ascend all the way to the top of The O2
via a walkway, suspended 52m above ground level. Kitted out
with a climb suit, boots and harness they’ll be every inch the
urban mountaineer. Nervous? Don’t be. Professional climb
guides will be with them every step of the way. After they’ve
built up an appetite, it’s time to head over to Frankie and
Benny’s for a selection of American classics.
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bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385

Following a return trip, groups can explore the brand new
Aviation Experience, a high-tech attraction which provides a
fascinating insight into the operations and achievements of
commercial air travel. Top off the day with a tasty afternoon
tea at a nearby venue.

TAKE TO THE THAMES

Leisurely lunches, sumptuous afternoon teas and luxurious fine dining experiences
on the River Thames provide a spectacular setting for a taste of true indulgence…

BBQ Cruise

Quiz Cruise

£33.90

£28.00

The River Thames plays host
to this specially arranged
BBQ lunch. It doesn’t get
any better than tucking into
a traditional selection of
barbeque favourites either
above or below deck while
enjoying all the best bits of
a sightseeing cruise through
the heart of the capital.

This themed cruise through
London offers guests
something a little different
to the usual trips along
the Thames. An engaging
journey through the city tests
group’s general knowledge
while showcasing the famous
sights along the river banks.

bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385

Luxury Dinner
Cruise

Afternoon Tea
Cruise

£68.00

£26.50

Ideal for celebrations, special
occasions or just as an
excuse to indulge in a little
luxury. A Thames dinner
cruise combines London’s
famous cuisine with the
sights and sounds of the city
from the comfort of a truly
elegant vessel.

The stunning landmarks that
line the banks of the Thames
provide a spectacular
backdrop for a truly special
event. It doesn’t get any
better than tucking into a
tantalising afternoon tea
while discovering the world
famous sights of London
from the comfort of a river
cruise.
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THE TALL SHIPS FESTIVAL
In April 2017, Greenwich proudly welcomes back a 40 strong fleet of Tall Ships. Following
its success in previous years, the event promises to go off with a real bang, thanks in part
to a grand fireworks display over the banks of the River Thames…
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Tall Ship Cruise, The Royal
Observatory and Cutty Sark

Fireworks Cruise, 2 Course
Dinner and Cutty Sark

VIP Dinner Cruise

£81.70

£94.85

The best way to experience the Tall
Ships, lined up along the banks of
the Thames, on a return journey that
includes pastries and savoury snacks.
Groups can then explore the best of
Greenwich, including the famous Royal
Observatory and Cutty Sark.

After cruising past the Tall Ships, it’s
time to sit back, relax, and marvel at
the magic of the eagerly anticipated
fireworks display above the River
Thames. Back on land, groups will also
get to enjoy a delicious two course
dinner and trip to the Cutty Sark.

After boarding a VIP cruise from the
Royal Artillery Museum, it’s time to set
sail in luxury aboard a Tall Ship towards
Tower Bridge. Following a delicious,
specially prepared dinner, guests can
enjoy spectacular views of the fireworks
display.

bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385

£154.90

THE BEST VIEWS OF LONDON
FROM THE ICONIC
RIVER THAMES
OUR ROUTES
Thames River Services

Circular Cruise

Westminster Pier to Greenwich
and the Thames Barrier (via St
Katharine’s for Tower of London)

Westminster Pier to
St Katharine’s Pier
(Tower of London)

Ticket Types: We offer a range of ticket types from single and return journeys
to hop-on hop-off 24hr river passes.

FLOWER SHOWS
These packages showcase the very best of the British summertime, with
delicious food and breath-taking views of a huge variety of flowers in full bloom.

RHS Hampton Court Palace
Flower Show and Afternoon
Tea

RHS Chatsworth Flower
Show and Lunch

RHS Cardiff Flower Show
and Lunch

£36.00

£19.50

£38.50

Chatsworth Flower Show breaks the
boundaries and blends tradition with
unexpected, innovative design. Groups
can discover an array of impressive
displays and inspirational gardens at
the new show, set in a truly spectacular
location. Enjoy unforgettable
landscapes, relax on the banks of the
river and indulge in views of one of the
UK’s most impressive stately homes.

The first flower show of the year is the
ideal location in which to welcome
in spring and kick start the gardening
season in style. Inspirational show
gardens, floral marquees and plant
villages await, while specialist talks from
the great and the good of the gardening
world create a fantastic environment for
groups to enjoy a day in the sun.

The world’s largest flower show requires
no introduction. Each year, thousands
of people clamour for tickets to see the
inspiring Show Gardens as well as the
famous Rose and Floral Marquees, all of
which are guaranteed to brighten up a
delightful day out in the sunshine. Make
a day of it with a traditional afternoon
tea at a nearby venue.
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bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385

PUB PASSPORTS
The Hospitality Line Pub Passport is a “dine as you please product” that allows you to add
value to your packages with great dining options in quintessential British pubs. A number
of new venues have recently been added to the Hospitality Line Pub Passport to allow
you to enhance your tours by offering traditional one course meals and drinks from our
chosen selection.
Handpicked venues – extensively
vetted by our experienced Hospitality
Line team.
Wide range of locations – chosen due
to their proximity to major London
hotels, theatres, shopping areas and
attractions.

Flexibility – ideal in inclusive tour
packages, for groups looking to explore
London at their own pace. No prebooking is required.
Amazing choice of venues – all iconic
in their own right.

Added to a group’s itinerary, this
handy selling tool distinguishes your
tour from your competitors. One Pub
Passport is issued per person giving
your customers the freedom to dine as
they wish.

Value – access to some of the best
dining options London has to offer.

For a list of participating venues please
visit hospitalityline.co.uk/pub-passport

bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385
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CASTLES OF SCOTLAND
Towering spires, thick stone walls and dramatic settings. Whatever pops into your mind
when you imagine a castle, you’ll find it in Scotland’s rolling landscapes. From magnificent
city landmarks to mysterious ruins, Scotland is bursting with fascinating history, art and
ancient stories to explore.
Discover the

LochNess Monster
at Urquhart Castle!
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Edinburgh Castle and Lunch

Stirling Castle and Lunch

£23.50

£23.00

Edinburgh Castle is one of the most exciting landmarks in
Western Europe. Set in the heart of Scotland’s ancient capital
city it is sure to capture your group’s imaginations. They’ll
discover breath-taking scenery, fascinating history and a tasty
lunch at a local venue.

Groups can unearth the secrets of the 500 year old Stirling
Castle through an array of beautifully restored rooms,
including the breath-taking Great Hall. After exploring the
renaissance Royal Palace and Regimental Museum, they can
head outside to see stunning gardens and landscapes.

bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385

Urquhart Castle and Lunch

Fort George and Lunch

£19.50

£19.50

Perched on the banks of Loch Ness, Urquhart Castle
commands great views of the home of the mythical Loch
Ness Monster. The medieval landmark has a rich history to
explore, bursting with intriguing tales of love and war, set
against a beautiful rural landscape.

Ideal for fans of the military, Fort George is the mightiest
artillery fortification in Britain. Its garrison buildings, artillery
defences bristling with cannon, and superb collection of arms
- including bayoneted muskets, pikes and swords - provide a
fascinating insight into 18th century military life.
bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385
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RATES AT A GLANCE
STAR WARS Identities
and a Pub Meal Off Peak
£27.00
STAR WARS Identities
and a Pub Meal Peak
£31.00
Up at The 02
and a Meal at Frankie and Benny’s
£32.00
Emirates Airline Discovery Experience
and Afternoon Tea
£25.00
River Thames BBQ Cruise
£33.90
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River Thames Afternoon Tea Cruise
£26.50

Edinburgh Castle and Lunch
£23.50

River Thames Tall Ship Cruise,
The Royal Observatory and Cutty Sark
£81.70

Stirling Castle and Lunch
£23.00

River Thames Fireworks Cruise,
2 Course Dinner and Cutty Sark
£94.85
River Thames VIP Dinner Cruise
£154.90
RHS Hampton Court Palace Flower
Show and Afternoon Tea
£38.50

River Thames Quiz Cruise
£28.00

RHS Chatsworth Flower Show
and Lunch
£36.00

River Thames Dinner Cruise
£68.00

RHS Cardiff Flower Show and Lunch
£19.50

bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385

Urquhart Castle and Lunch
£19.50
Fort George and Lunch
£19.50
Pub Passport
£10.50
Warner Bros. Studio Tour
and Lunch
£48.00
The View from The Shard
and Afternoon Tea
£29.50

BEHIND THE SCENES WITH HL

DISCOVERING OUR OWN STAR WARS IDENTITIES
We were lucky enough to get a sneak preview of the exhibition before it opened, and as you can imagine there were plenty of
people keen to get their hands on tickets! The recent success of two smash hit STAR WARS films have certainly helped to drum
up interest in what was already one of the most popular franchises of all time.
Although some of us were a little sceptical that the exhibition may be aimed at hardcore fans, we needn’t have worried. The
experience appeals to young and old alike, and you don’t need to be an expert to enjoy it. Building your own character really
helped to immerse us in the exhibition, and provides a great way for visitors to be part of the STAR WARS universe.

HOGWARTS IN THE SNOW
Another incredibly successful film franchise, JK Rowling’s
Harry Potter, never fails to put a smile on our faces - no
matter how many times we’ve been! Hogwarts in the Snow at
the Warner Bros. Studios combines all the fun of the films with
the magic of Christmas. We all turned into big kids as soon
as we saw the snow-capped castle, and were blown away by
some of the new additions too.
With fireplaces lit and the goblet of fire burning away, the
atmosphere was undeniable. Replica feasts and Christmas
decorations in the Great Hall bring the studios to life, while
Gryffindor common room scenes evoke warm memories of
the childhood stories. While the studios are enchanting at any
time of year, there is something truly special about this place
over Christmas.
bookings: adele.godden@hospitalityline.co.uk • +44(0) 20 8295 8385
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HOSPITALITY LINE CLASSICS

The View from
The Shard and
Afternoon Tea
£29.50

Warner Bros. Studio
Tour and Lunch
£48.00
Step onto authentic sets, discover
the magic behind spellbinding
special effects and explore the
behind the scenes secrets of the
Harry Potter series. Lose yourself
among an array of original props
and settings from the hallowed
halls of Hogwarts to the darkest
corners of Diagon Alley as you

explore the studios where all eight
films were brought to life.
Devour a delicious cup of frothy
butterbeer, cast a spell with a
magic wand and even take a spin
on a broomstick. There’s also an
activity passport to keep the kids
busy with a golden snitch hunt
around the studios. Don’t forget to
get your photo snapped against an
authentic green screen that places
you right in the heart of the action.

The View is spread across
the top three floors of one of
London’s most iconic landmarks
and is packed full of innovative
technology including breathtaking kaleidoscopic lifts and state
of the art interactive touch screen
telescopes.
The experience boasts information
on over two hundred landmarks
and the opportunity to head
outside and brave the elements
from the open air viewing
platform that brings visitors even
closer to the sights and sounds
of London. Afternoon tea, in a
venue perched on the banks of the
Thames, provides some welcome
refreshment and relaxation for
your group.

